
IS ISLAM THE 
BEAST OF 

REVELATION?



DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF ISLAM

► Most Muslims are Sunnis, developed from a group 
that believed any early believer of Muhammed 
could become his successor. 

► The Sunnis follow the Koran strictly and refuse to 
reinterpret traditional teachings.

► About 15 % of Muslims are Shi’ites

► They believe that only Muhammad’s direct 
descendents could become his successor.

► The Shi’ites follow the Koran more loosely and 
believe that the Koran is not the final word.



OTHER SECTS OF ISLAM

►Sufis are a group who believes that 
Orthodox Islam is too impersonal and seek 
direct personal experience of the divine.

►A person can be either a Sunni or a Shiite 
and a Sufi.

►The Taliban is made up of about 25,000 to 
30,000 and they believe in extreme 
interpretation of Islamic law.



Five Pillars of Islam

►No god but Allah and Muhammed is his 
prophet.

►Pray five times a day facing Mecca.

►Give charity to the poor.

►Fast from dawn to sunset during the month 
of Ramadan.

►If you are financially able, go on a 
pilgrimage to visit Mecca



BELIEFS OF ISLAM

►At the time that the world ends, the dead 
will rise for the time of their final trial and it 
will be based on the grounds of their beliefs.

►The people who have completed more good 
deeds will be more likely to go to Paradise.

►The people who have done mainly bad 
deeds will be more likely to go to Hell.



FOLLOWERS OF ISLAM AROUND 
THE WORLD

►Africa- 308,660,000- 27.4%
►Asia- 778,362,000-69.1%
►Europe- 32,032,000-2.8%
►Latin America-1,356,000-0.1%
►North America- 5,530,000- 0.5%
►Oceania- 385,000- 0.0%
►World-1,126,325,000



Religion Members Percentage

► Christianity 2.1 billion   33.0%

► Islam 1.3 billion             20.1

► Hinduism 851 million     13.3

► Buddhism 375 million     5.9

► Sikhism 25 million           0.4

► Judaism 15 million           0.2%

► Baha'ism7.5 million          0.1

► Confucianism 6.4 million  0.1

► Jainism 4.5 million             0.1

► Shintoism 2.8 million         0.0
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http://www.infoplease.com/cgi-bin/id/A0001462
http://www.infoplease.com/cgi-bin/id/A0805751
http://www.infoplease.com/cgi-bin/id/A0001471
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Truth speaks for itself



Extreme demonic activity



Psalm 83:5 “they have consulted together with one 
consent: they are confederate against thee”

► Edom Southern Jordan
► Ishmaelite Ishmael was the fathers of all the Arabs
► Moab Central Jordan
► Hagarenes Egypt
► Gebal Lebanon
► Ammon Northern Jordan
► Amalek Esau’s descendants who are Jordanians and Arabs
► Philistia The Gaza Strip
► Assyria Syria and Iraq
► Tyre       Phoenicia – Southern Lebanon
► Assur     Assyrians
► Children of Lot  Plains of Jordan – Genesis 13:11
► Zebah and Zalmunnah Both Kings of Midianites, these were Arabs 

in Judges 8:5
► Oreb and ZeebPrinces of Midians - Judges 8:3



10/40 window with 95% people holding widely held 

beliefs, some nations extremely anti-Christian

Iraq the CENTER of  conflict

Iraq - The centre of  the conflict

The 10/40 window is the area of  the world where 

people hold very diverse religions and some of  these 

people are very hostile to Christians



Ezekiel 38 Nation
► Southern Russia – All Islamic

 Turkmenistan

 Uzbekistan

 Tajikstan

 Afghanistan

 Pakistan etc

► Asia Minor
 Turkey – Islamic

► Ethiopia (Cush)  Sudan - Islamic

► Persia – Iran - Islamic

► Libya - Islamic





The Abomination of 

Desolation



When Yeshua was asked by His disciples what 

we are too look for pertaining to His return, He 

told us there would be wars, famine, pestilences, 

etc..  But He told us to “see” one thing…

(Mat 24:15 NASB)  "Therefore when you see 

the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION which 

was spoken of through Daniel the prophet, 

standing in the holy place (let the reader 

understand),

(Mat 24:16 NASB)  then let those who are in 

Judea flee to the mountains; (etc…)





THE DOME OF 

THE ROCK

Roger Garaudy

The Dome of the 

Rock, the first 

Muslim 

masterpiece, was 

completed in 691 

A.D. by Caliph Abd 

al-Malik, half a 

century after the 

death of the 

Prophet 

Muhammad (s). 

http://users.erols.com/zenithco/muslimhistory570.htm
http://users.erols.com/zenithco/muslimhistory570.htm


The Dome of the Rock in 
Jerusalem. Dominating 

the city’s skyline with its 
golden dome and 

lustrous blue walls, the 
Dome of the Rock was 
completed in 691 CE. It 
is reputed to be the site 

of the Prophet 
Muhammad’s Night 

Journey into the 
heavens.



“Founding Inscription” in the Dome

Inside the building (the Dome of the Rock) in classical 

Arabic is inscribed, "O you People of the Book, 

overstep not bounds in your religion, and of God 

speak only the truth. The Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary, 

is only an apostle of God, and his Word which he 

conveyed unto Mary, and a Spirit proceeding from 

him. Believe therefore in God and his apostles, and 

say not Three. It will be better for you. God is only 

one God. Far be it from his glory that he should 

have a son.“

http://www.bibleplaces.com/domeofrock.htm



(Mat 24:1 NASB)  And Yahshua came out 

from the temple and was going away when 

His disciples came up to point out the 

temple buildings to Him.

(Mat 24:2 NASB)  And He answered and 

said to them, "Do you not see all these 

things? Truly I say to you, not one stone 

here shall be left upon another, which will 

not be torn down."



(Mat 24:15 NASB)  "Therefore when you 

see the ABOMINATION OF 

DESOLATION which was spoken of 

through Daniel the prophet, standing in the 

holy place (let the reader understand),



The Muslim Empire



We tend to look at the “great kingdoms” of the 

world as being the ones that are the largest, have 

defeated the most enemies, or are the most 

prosperous.  That is not how Scripture 

determines a great kingdom.

Scripture determines a kingdom as noteworthy if 

they have controlled and possessed the land of 

Israel and the city of Jerusalem.  That is the 

place where Elohim has placed “His Name.”





(1 Ki 11:36 NASB)  'But to his son I will give 

one tribe, that My servant David may have a 

lamp always before Me in Jerusalem, the city 

where I have chosen for Myself to put My 

name.

(2 Ki 21:4 NASB)  And he built altars in the 

house of the LORD, of which the LORD had 

said, "In Jerusalem I will put My name."



(Psa 132:13 NASB)  For the LORD has chosen 

Zion (Jerusalem); He has desired it for His 

habitation.

(Psa 132:14 NASB)  "This is My resting place 

forever; Here I will dwell, for I have desired it.



(Rev 17:9 NASB)  "Here is the mind which 

has wisdom. The seven heads are seven 

mountains on which the woman sits,

(Rev 17:10 NASB)  and they are seven 

kings; five have fallen, one is, the other 

has not yet come; and when he comes, he 

must remain a little while.



1. Egyptian Empire

2. Assyrian Empire

3. Babylonian Empire

4. Persian – Mede Empire

5. Greek Empire

6. Roman Empire (“is” in John’s day)

7. Muslim Empire (“has not yet come” – is 

here today and has remained a while)









































































(Dan 2:41 NASB)  "And in that 

you saw the feet and toes, partly of 

potter's clay and partly of iron, it 

will be a divided kingdom; but it 

will have in it the toughness of 

iron, inasmuch as you saw the iron 

mixed with common clay.

(Dan 2:42 NASB)  "And as the 

toes of the feet were partly of iron 

and partly of pottery, so some of 

the kingdom will be strong and 

part of it will be brittle.



(Dan 2:43 NASB)  "And in that 

you saw the iron mixed with 

common clay, they will combine 

with one another in the seed of 

men; but they will not adhere to 

one another, even as iron does not 

combine with pottery.



(Dan 11:36 NASB)  "Then the king will do as he 

pleases, and he will exalt and magnify himself 

above every god, and will speak monstrous 

things against the God of gods; and he will 

prosper until the indignation is finished, for that 

which is decreed will be done.



MUHAMMED EXALTS HIMSELF 

Al Hadis, Vol. 4, p. 323, Abbas reported that he came to 

the Holy Prophet while he was in such a condition as he 

heard something (about his linage from unbelievers). The 

Holy Prophet got up to the pulpit and asked, "who am I?" 

They replied, "You are the messenger of Allah." 

Muhammed said, "I am Muhammed, son of Abdullah, son 

of Abdul Muttaleb. Allah created creations and made me 

the best of them. Then he divided them into two groups 

and made me the best of the two. Then he divided them 

into tribes and made me the best of the tribes. Then he 

made them into families and made me the best of the 

families. I am the best of them as a member and the 

best of them as a family." Attested by Tirmizi 



MUHAMMED EXALTS HIMSELF 

Al Hadis, Vol 4, p. 328, Jaber reported that the 

Holy Prophet said, "Allah sent me to complete 

the excellent virtues and to perfect the good 

actions" Attested Sharhi-Sunnat 

Al Hadis, Vol. 4, p. 326, Obai-b-Ka'ab reported 

from the Holy Prophet who said: "When here 

will come the resurrection Day, I shall be the 

leader of the Prophets and their spokesman 

and one who will intercede for them without 

boast." Attested by Tirmizi 



(Dan 11:37 NASB) 

"And he will show no regard for 
the gods of his fathers or for the 

desire of women, nor will he show 
regard for any other god; for he will 
magnify himself above them all.



BEFORE ISLAM

THE ARABS WORSHIP MANY gods 
IT IS ESTIMATE THAT THEY 

WORSHIPPED OVER 360 gods. 
UNTIL MOHAMED WHICH TURN 

THEM TO A MONOTHEISTIC 
RELIGION.





De 32:15 
¶ But Jeshurun waxed fat, and 
kicked: thou art waxen fat, 
thou art grown thick, thou art 
covered with fatness; then he 
forsook God which made him, 
and lightly esteemed the 
Rock of his salvation.



De 32:31
For their rock is not 
as our Rock, even 

our enemies 
themselves being 

judges.







(Dan 11:37 NASB)  "And he will show no 

regard for the gods of his fathers or for the 

desire of women, nor will he show regard 

for any other god; for he will magnify himself 

above them all.





And he will show no regard… for the 

desire of women

Prophet, We have made lawful to you the 

wives to whom you have granted 

dowries and the slave-girls whom Allah 

has given you as booty; the daughters of 

your paternal and maternal uncles and of 

your paternal and maternal aunts who 

fled with you; and any believing woman 

who gives herself to the Prophet and 

whom the Prophet wishes to take in 

marriage. The privilege is yours alone, 

being granted to no other believer. The 

Koran 33:50-51.



And he will show no regard… for 

the desire of women

It shall be unlawful to you 

[Muhammed] to take more wives or 

to change your present wives for 

other women, though their beauty 

pleases you, except where slave-

girls are concerned. Allah takes 

cognisance of all things 

The Koran 33:52. 





And he will show no regard… 

for the desire of  women

The statement of Allah, Beautiful 

women restrained [i.e. chained] in 

pavilions. Allah's Apostle said, 'In 

Paradise there is a pavilion made 

of a single hallow pearl sixty miles 

wide, in each corner there are 

wives who will not see those in the 

other corners, and the believers 

will visit and enjoy them 



Re 20:4 And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto 
them: and I saw the souls of them that had been beheaded for the testimony of 

Jesus, and for the word of God, and such as worshipped not the beast, neither his 
image, and received not the mark upon their forehead and upon their hand; and 

they lived, and reigned with Christ a thousand years.



Armenians hanged by the Turk 
Muslims



This was prophesied 1911 years ago

A Chechen Muslim figher showing his prize



The acts of the Beast



Glorifying suicide bombings sacrificing 
their sons





(Dan 11:38 NASB)  "But instead he will honor 

a god of fortresses, a god whom his fathers did 

not know; he will honor him with gold, silver, 

costly stones, and treasures.



“But instead he will honor a god of fortresses,”

Al Masjid Al-Aqsa (Al Quds) - Al-Aqsa Mosque, 



“But instead he will honor a god of fortresses,”

Al-Masjid Al-Aqsa - Western Wall and Omar's Mosque,



“But instead he will honor a god of fortresses,”

Masjid Muhammad Ali - Cairo, Egypt 



“But instead he will honor a god of fortresses,”

Masjid Sulaimaan - Sulaiman Mosque



“But instead he will honor a god of fortresses,”

Fortress Mosque - Susah, Rabat



“he will honor him with gold, silver, costly 

stones, and treasures.”

Al Ka'bah - The 1st. House for the worship of Allah ever built (Built by Prophet Abraham & his son 

Ishmael) - Makkah, Saudi Arabia 



“he will honor him with gold, silver, costly 

stones, and treasures.”

Bait Allah Al-Haraam The Seat of Prophet Abraham 



(Dan 11:39 NASB)  "And he will take action 

against the strongest of fortresses with the help 

of a foreign god; he will give great honor to 

those who acknowledge him, and he will cause 

them to rule over the many, and will parcel out 

land for a price.

(Dan 11:40 NASB)  "And at the end time the 

king of the South will collide with him, and the 

king of the North will storm against him with 

chariots, with horsemen, and with many ships; 

and he will enter countries, overflow them, and 

pass through.



(Dan 11:41 NASB)  "He will also enter the 

Beautiful Land, and many countries will fall; but 

these will be rescued out of his hand: Edom, 

Moab and the foremost of the sons of Ammon.

(Dan 11:42 NASB)  "Then he will stretch out his 

hand against other countries, and the land of 

Egypt will not escape.



(Dan 11:43 NASB)  "But he will gain control 

over the hidden treasures of gold and silver, and 

over all the precious things of Egypt; and 

Libyans and Ethiopians will follow at his heels.



(Dan 11:43 NASB)  "But he will gain control 

over the hidden treasures of gold and silver, and 

over all the precious things of Egypt; and 

Libyans and Ethiopians will follow at his 

heels.

(Dan 11:44 NASB)  "But rumors from the 

East and from the North will disturb him, and 

he will go forth with great wrath to destroy and 

annihilate many.





(Dan 11:45 NASB)  "And he will pitch the 

tents of his royal pavilion between the seas 

and the beautiful Holy Mountain; yet he 

will come to his end, and no one will help 

him.







WHERE ARE THE MOUNTAINS?

(Rev 17:9 NASB)  "Here is the mind which has 
wisdom. The seven heads are seven 
mountains on which the woman sits,

Jabal Quba
Jabal al Qinaa
Jabal Li Aali
Jabal Jifan
Jabal Jijad
Jabal Qubais
Jabal Hindi



7 MOUNTAINS OF MECCA

►3735. oros, or'-os 
probably from an obsolete oro (to rise or "rear"; 

perhaps akin to 142; compare 3733); a 
mountain (as lifting itself above the plain): -hill, 
mount(-ain). 

1015.  bounos,  boo-nos' 

probably of foreign origin; a hillock:--hill.



MECCA AND THE 7 HILLS

►Jabal abu Siba

►Jabal Safa

►Jabal Marwah

►Jabal abu Milhah

►Jabal abu Ma’aya

►Jabal abu Hulayah

►Jabal abu Ghuzlan



(Rev 13:8 NASB)  
And all who dwell on the earth will 
worship him, everyone whose name has 
not been written from the foundation of 
the world in the book of life of the Lamb 
who has been slain.

(Rev 13:9 NASB)  
If anyone has an ear, let him hear.



(Rev 13:11 NASB)  And I saw another 
beast coming up out of the earth; and 
he had two horns like a lamb, and he 
spoke as a dragon.
(Rev 13:12 NASB) 
And he exercises all the authority of 
the first beast in his presence. And he 
makes the earth and those who dwell 
in it to worship the first beast, whose 
fatal wound was healed.



WORSHIP

Worship - 4352. proskuneo, pros-koo-neh'-o; 
from G4314 and a prob. der. of G2965 
(mean. to kiss, like a dog licking his 
master's hand); to fawn or crouch to, 
i.e. (lit. or fig.) prostrate oneself in 
homage (do reverence to, adore):--
worship.



to fawn 
or crouch 
to, i.e. (lit. 
or fig.) 
prostrate 
oneself in 
homage
(do 
reverence 
to, 
adore):--



Muslim Nazis Praying - 1943



(Rev 13:14 NASB)  

And he deceives those who dwell on 
the earth because of the signs which 
it was given him to perform in the 
presence of the beast, telling those 
who dwell on the earth to make an 
image to the beast who had the 
wound of the sword and has come to 
life.



Muhammad, preaching the doctrines of one God (in 
Arabic, Allah) and the threat of the Day of 
Judgment, did not at first have much success in the 
city of Mecca. The Quraysh persecuted and harassed 
him continuously, and he and his followers 
eventually fled to Medina, in 622 C.E. After this 
pivotal flight, or Hijra, the Muslim community 
became a political and military force. In 630 C.E., 
Muhammad and his followers returned to Mecca as 
conquerors, and the Kaaba was re-dedicated as an 
Islamic house of worship. Henceforth the annual 
pilgrimage was to be a Muslim rite, the Hajj.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaaba



Qibla is an Arabic word referring to the direction that should 
be faced when a Muslim prays. Originally, this direction was 
toward Jerusalem (and it is therefore called the First of the 
Two Qiblas). In 624 AD, during Muhammad's exile in 
Medina, the Qibla was changed to point to the Kaaba, where 
it has remained ever since. Some academic scholars have 
attributed this change in the direction of prayer to a rift 
between Muhammad and the Jews in Medina.
The Qibla, for any point of reference on the Earth, is the 
direction of the Kaaba. In Muslim religious practice, 
supplicants must face this direction in prayer.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaaba





The Black Stone (called Al-Hajarul 
Aswad in Arabic) is one of the most 
sacred holy relics in Islam. It is roughly 50 
cm in diameter. It is found in the Kaaba, a 
sacred site in Islam. It is the cornerstone 
of one of the four corners of the religious 
construction. It can be recognized 
instantly because it is surrounded by a 
silver band.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Stone



(Rev 13:15 NASB) 
And there was given to him to give 
breath to the image of the beast, that 
the image of the beast might even 
speak and cause as many as do not 
worship the image of the beast to be 
killed.







(Rev 13:15 NASB)  And there was given to him to 
give breath to the image of the beast, that the 
image of the beast might even speak and cause as 
many as do not worship the image of the beast to 
be killed. 

“Some Muslims believe that this stone fell from the 
sky during the time of Adam, and that it has the 
power to cleanse worshippers of their sins 
by absorbing them into itself. They say that 
the Black Stone was once a pure and dazzling 
white; it has turned black because of the sins it 
has absorbed over the years.”



(Rev 13:16 NASB)  

And he causes all, the small and 
the great, and the rich and the 
poor, and the free men and the 
slaves, to be given a mark on their 
right hand, or on their forehead,



Mark - 5480. charagma, khar'-ag-
mah; from the same as G5482; a 
scratch or etching, i.e. stamp (as a 
badge of servitude), or sculptured 
figure (statue):--graven, mark.



The Mark











(Isläm´, Is´läm), [Arab.,=submission 
to Allah], world religion founded by the 
Prophet Muhammad. Founded in the 7th 
cent., Islam is the youngest of the three 
monotheistic world religions (with 
Judaism and Christianity). An adherent 
to Islam is a Muslim [Arab.,=one who 
submits].





(Rev 13:17 NASB)  and he provides 
that no one should be able to buy 
or to sell, except the one who has 
the mark, either the name of the beast 
or the number of his name.
(Rev 13:18 NASB)  Here is wisdom. 
Let him who has understanding 
calculate the number of the beast, 
for the number is that of a man; 
and his number is six hundred and 
sixty-six.



Number  - G706. 

arithmos,  from the same 
root as G700; a number:-
- group(1), number(21).













Rev. 13:17  and he provides that no one should 
be able to buy or to sell, except the one who 
has the Badge of Servitute, either the name 
of the beast or the "multitudes" of his name.

Rev. 13:18  Here is wisdom. Let him who has 
understanding "observe" the "multitudes" of 
the beast, for the "multitudes are" that of a 
man (Muhammad); and his "multitudes are 
in the name of Allah."



Rev. 13:18  Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding "observe" the 
"multitudes" of the beast, for the "multitudes are" that of a man 
(Muhammad); and his "multitudes are in the name of Allah."


